
5.2 -  again the reinforcement for action vs. inaction. I guess this verse is in response to a wrong 
question - of action I.e. karma and karma sanyasa I.e. eternal joy driven through desire less action, 
which one is superior?  
  
given the whole message of Gita is for action, the reinforcement is for action. karma sanyasa I think is 
what karma yoga takes one to. I.e. only through selfless passion driven work for collective good comes 
the eternal joy of selfless desire less action. (I think they are not either / or options. Appears they are 
serial in nature???) 
  
5.3 - think this is the definition of Nitya Sanyasi I.e. one who is a natural sanyasi and not someone who is 
initiated into it. sanyasi is one who is free from dualities of liking and disliking. he is just an observer of 
events, good or bad. this disposition will lead to liberation / freedom from bondages. 
  
5.4 - from nowhere the reference to Sankhya and Yoga (samatvam yoga. karmasu kaushalam). 
  
this says that both lead to the same end goal. they are not different in goals but different in approaches 
to suit different personality types.  
  
5.5 - sounds like mutually exclusive paths. sankhya and Yoga. this is perhaps a goal definition. if one is 
able to see the same thing both see, then they are seeing the reality. seeing is poetic in a sense. this is 
about the ultimate state of staying in the Krishna consciousness by destroying all desires. 
  
5.6 - I think this is saying that dukha is essential to practice sanyasa I.e. renunciation. dukha is 
attainable only when one indulges in yoga/ work.  just theory (sankhya) without practice (karma 
yoga) does not help stay in the brahma state. 
  
path to brahma state by experiencing dukha and thereby burning all desires is the quickest path. 
  
5.7 - focus area of Yoga 
1) cleansing of the self through burning of desires 
2) victory over senses that brings desires 
3) ability to see oneness in everything and everyone. 
such person is not bonded I.e. achieves liberation. 
  
5.8 and 9 - by its prakruthi the senses interact with sense objects. as things that pertain to the body, I do 
nothing. I.e. it implies function of the body is not desire driven. hence it is also a type of yagna. 
  
5.10 - detached work and offering the effort to brahma.  
  
5.11 -  similar to kaye na vacha manasa indriye va... shloka.  
detachment and seeing prakruthi doing the work. 
  
5.12 - detach from the fruit of action to attain peace. attachment born from desire abandons peace. 
  
5.13 - the dweller residing in 
the body (dehi) made up of nava dwara.  
sanyasa - detach to gain eternal joy, 
all actions performed by karmeindriyas. 



mind as an instrument used to detach. 
the dweller is not engaged in any action. 
  
the observer sees all worldly action as the act of prakruthi.  
  
5.14 - provides clarity on what causes action/work and it's association with the end outcome. 
  
this says there is no cause and effect relationship between work / karma and fruit of action / 
karmaphala. it's completely random and the association is made by the sense of self I.e. ego.  
  
human mind creates stories and fits facts into pattern to make sense of what happened. in fact things 
are just random. 
  
5.15 - again this reinforces neutral and impartial nature of this universe. there is no reason or cause of 
the existence. no virtue no sin. it's all the stories / creation of the human mind. I.e. agnana. 
  
if everything that we have assumed and created is eliminated only Knowledge remains 
  
5.16 - important to understand what is agnana and jnana. 
  
agnana - stories we have created to live comfortably. the body mind identity, doer sense, cause and 
effect relationships, desire driven happiness/pleasure pursuit. 
  
jnana - realization that all the above are delusions. knowledge of self that is always present in the 
moment. the observer/ Krishna consciousness.  
  
practice towards knowledge path involves both dealing with matters of ignorance I.e. conscious 
observation of illusion perceived as reality e.g. body mind identity...and also realization of Jnana as 
stated above I.e. staying in the present moment. 
  
not sure if knowledge is a practice or an instant permanent realization? 
  
5.17 -  tat - that which is not this I.e. everything we see around us made up of prakruthi. / matter. 
everything perceived by human mind is all 'this' I.e. is not tat.  
  
permanent state of knowledge is achieved when-  
buddhi/ intellect becomes tat 
self / I ness - becomes tat 
nishta / remain established in tat 
parayana - param ayanam journey to supreme / ultimate. in my understanding emotional realization of 
end state. I.e. feeling where desires leaves us at. on the same lines when that end state remains in tat. 
cloud of ignorance is cleaned by jnana/ knowledge. 
  
5.18 -  once you are in that tat state I.e. individual identity is lost. everything is brahma then dog, 
elephants, cow, all look the same.  
  
humility and knowledge key to tranquility. the condition of joyful self. 
  



5.19 - evenness of the mind is the goal. attains brahmahood right here in this world. how to know that? 
earlier verse is the answer. when elephant, dog, brahmana are all seen as one, one attains brahmahood.  
  
in daily life this is stithapragna. 
  
in yoga this is chitta vrutti nirodha. 
  
5.20 - similar to stithaprajna. 
  
the focus is on intellect. once intellect steadied itself in Brahma state, mind and senses will follow the 
master.  
  
useless to control mind and senses. focus on intellect to attain brahma state. 
  
what to do. two things  
  
1. condition intellect through enquiry, observation, realization, param realization, I.e. through 
knowledge keep telling intellect to remain steady in Brahma state.  
  
2. observe the act of ignorance I.e. body mind identity, cause and effect relationship stories, desire 
driven pursuits of happiness/ pleasure. with steady / continuous observation, the observer detached 
from the observed. 
  
5.21 -  again the focus is on intellect - asaktha disinterested. touch of external objects at a senses and 
mind level is inevitable and mostly driven by nature / prakruthi. 
  
again this verse talks about akshaya sukha. never-ending bliss. three conditions 
1. disinterest in external objects / pleasures. 
2. ability to be joyful in oneself without any external expectations 
3. through practice I.e. yoga, stays in the I ness or brahma consciousness. 
  
5.22 - desire for pleasure / happiness from external objects always breeds dukha. I.e. desire is the cause 
of suffering. good to know both sukha and dukha born from external objects are temporary I.e. have a 
start and end. aligns well with matra sparshastu kauntheya shita ushna… 
  
5.23 -  two enemies of sukha of humans. 
kama/desire 
krodha/anger 
  
these impulses will arise due to prakruthi. one who is able to withstand 'sodum' them attains happiness. 
  
5.24 - one who is happy within himself  
being with oneself is both relaxing and energizing - introverts 
finds light... this is to mean being with oneself is not depressing, boring, or feels dark... light to mean 
delightful.  
  
these are necessary conditions to attain brahma hood. 
  



5.25 - kind of summary 
- cleanse ignorance 
- dispel doubts about brahma state 
- controlled intellect 
- yagna mindset - help everyone 
  
  
5.26 -  similar to above. added couple more conditions: 
- release from desire and anger 
- chitta is conditioned with knowledge about ignorance 
  
5.27 and 28 - this clarifies that attaining brahmahood requires practice. signs of goal achievement are  
- freedom from suffering / turbulence of daily life 
- freedom from desire, fear and anger. 
  
5.29 - to attain peace need to realize Krishna consciousness. 
 


